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INTRODUCTION



Politics and economics:

Should investors care –

and if so, what matters?



p

 



To what extent is political risk priced into investments, and how actively

are managers engaging with these issues?



olitical theatre, both locally and

abroad, has bordered on farce

over the past 12 months. The

leaders of all four major political

parties in the UK found themselves on the

wrong side of history as the electorate chose to

turn back the clock and exit the most ambitious

political project Europe has ever attempted.

Locally, a subterranean power struggle

burst into the sunlight, stunning the business

community and the country as a whole. Donald

Trump has defied the odds and has risen from

reality television star to potential holder of the

keys to both 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue and

the most powerful military force on the globe.

In this environment, investors increasingly

are asking to what extent political risks are

priced in and how actively managers are

engaged with these issues.

In this issue of Collective Insight we examine

the intersection of politics, economics and

investment, kicking off with a reminder of the

importance of solid policy in the pursuit of both

economic growth and investment returns. An

examination of the current situation in South

Africa by Nazmeera Moola points out that SA

is at a critical juncture, as political uncertainty

reins in confidence and delays investment

while raising the cost of government debt,

thereby limiting economic growth.
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However, there is hope that this Christmas

will be a little merrier than the post-Nenegate

one of 2015.

Michael Streatfield closely examines

fascinating research on whether markets

ever actually price political risk accurately and

consistently, before recommending strategies

for managing the effects of the uncertainty on

your own portfolio. But what is needed here for

the lay investor is better clarity as to how policy

decisions actually link to the markets.

This is where Melville du Plessis provides

some practical insights. Robert Price suggests

that investors ignore politics, and even more

importantly, the voice of the people, at their

peril. The question is whether this is actually

an emerging phenomenon that might change

our traditional assumptions regarding how to

invest effectively.

But Patrice Rassou reminds us that in

his view, while politics matters, economics

matters more in terms of creating a profitable

investment environment. We close with a longterm view from Michael Power, who reflects on

current events and how these may play out –

and where South Africans should be looking for

opportunities for the long term. ■

Steve Watson is the Investment Marketing Director for the

Africa Client Group at Investec Asset Management.
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ECONOMY



Structural policy moves are

needed to boost SA economy



p

 



Emerging-market economies appear to be benefitting as global investors search for yield. But self-inflicted wounds are

keeping South Africa from capatilising on this.

olitics, economics and investment

rarely intersect as incisively as

they did halfway through 2016. If

we had, the day prior to the Brexit

referendum, asked a group of economists to

predict the likely level of the rand, Brazilian real

or the Mexican peso, should the British vote for

Brexit, they would have said that a weakening

of 10% to 15% from those levels was likely.

Instead, most emerging-market currencies

have appreciated – in some cases by around

5% to 10%.

In hindsight, the reason is clear. Fears around

the impact of Brexit on global growth raised

expectations of weak global monetary conditions,

pushing bond yields negative in the UK, and

lower in all the developed markets. Together with

a slow, but notable improvement in emergingmarket fundamentals over the past two years,

this was enough to push global investors back

into emerging markets in search of yield. Politics

clearly matters for investors, but this insight must

be balanced by the understanding that politics

drives short-term volatility, while economics

drives long-term returns.



A mix of local politics and global

economics dampen South African

growth



A combination of global and local factors

will determine the fate of the South

African economy over the next two years.

Unfortunately, there is little clarity on either

front. Will the global economy continue

producing mediocre growth, which keeps a lid

on commodity prices, thus dampening South

African growth? And will money continue to

flow into emerging markets in a search for

higher yields than the negative rates being

offered in many developed markets?

There is little South Africa can do about

Chinese growth rates, the impact of Brexit

or the US elections. All have the potential

to significantly impact SA’s growth rate.

However, the downgrade in estimates of

the country’s potential GDP growth from

20
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between 4% and 4.5% in 2010 to 1.5%

currently is due to both the sluggish global

environment and self-inflicted wounds,

including political and policy uncertainty.

One symptom of this uncertainty is private

sector fixed investment, which has not grown

since 2009. Unless confidence is restored,

fixed investment (and thus potential growth)

will remain low.

Unfortunately, the combination of local

and global issues means that SA GDP growth

is likely to be around 0% to 0.5% in 2016 –

barely positive. There should be a rebound in

2017, but to around 1.3%. Policy uncertainty,

as epitomised by the shock removal of finance

minister Nene on 9 December 2015, shoulders

much of the blame.



due to the uncertainty caused by Nenegate,

immediately reducing the amount available for

investment by government in infrastructure

and services. This reduces the country’s

potential growth rate, and hence the potential

returns available to local investors.



Can SA avoid a ratings downgrade?



In June, Standard &amp; Poor’s (S&amp;P) cautioned

that a downgrade would be inevitable in

December 2016 if GDP growth did not improve

in line with its expectations, if institutions

became weaker on the back of political

interference and if net general government

debt combined with government guarantees

to financially weak government-related entities

surpassed 60% of GDP.

The combination of local and

Fortunately, there are some

global issues means that SA

Business confidence at

positive signs. We’ve seen an

GDP growth is likely to be

record lows

improvement in SA’s terms of

around 0% to

Electricity constraints due to the

trade. A continued trade surplus

mismanagement of Eskom over

should ultimately reflect in a

the last decade (though there has

smaller current account deficit,

been some improvement of late),

lessening our vulnerability to

in 2016 – barely positive.

labour unrest as a result of the poor

external shocks.

relationship between labour and

Finance minister Gordhan

business, and the increasing regulatory burden

announced a significant fiscal consolidation in

on business are all factors that result in lower

the February 2016 Budget. So far, the revenue

fixed investment. Together these local factors

and expenditure targets are broadly on track.

account for at least two percentage points of

Unfortunately, there are no signs yet of any

decline in SA’s potential GDP growth rate.

structural policy moves that are needed to

Aside from the decline in growth, there

boost SA’s growth rate, create jobs and shore

are other lingering consequences related to

up the country’s investment-grade rating for

Nene’s dismissal. While both the rand and

the long term.

the cost of insuring SA’s debt (measured by

That notwithstanding, while the country

the cost of credit default swaps) are back to

is facing growth and fiscal concerns, the

pre-9 December levels, rand-denominated

economic problems are not quite as dire as

bond yields in SA have not fully recovered. The

we feared earlier in the year. If the recent

spread between the SA 10-year bond yield and

political turmoil quickly quietens down, SA

the JP Morgan emerging-market investmentcould potentially avoid a downgrade from S&amp;P

grade index averaged 140 basis points (bps)

in December. In the meantime, a cautious

between 2011 and late 2015. On 10 December

approach and a well-diversified portfolio, both

2015, it spiked to 310bps. Since then, it

in asset allocation and geographic allocation,

retraced somewhat to around 255bps.

would be prudent. ■

This means there has been an increase

Nazmeera Moola is co-head of SA &amp; Africa Fixed Income at

Investec Asset Management.

of 100bps to 150bps in SA borrowing costs



0.5%
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POLITICAL RISK



Politics: It does not

matter… until it does



i 



How does political risk affect investors – how do they view the situations in other countries?

And in what ways can they benefit from this phenomenon?



How do you define political risk?



Early commentators defined political risk as

discontinuities in the business environment

that were both difficult to anticipate and

could affect companies’ profits or their

ability to operate. Being difficult to predict

and confounded with other economic

environmental variables, political risk is hard to

distinguish from general operating uncertainty

or business risk. Wharton Business School

professor S.J. Kobrin laments in his analyses

that attempts to “integrate political

information into decision making are all rather

general, subjective, and superficial”.



International investors

view political risk on

distant shores through

their narrow telescope of

subjective ethnocentric

biases fed by their local

media consumption.

22
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What biases underlie ‘political risk’

assessment?

Kobrin argues that international investors view

political risk on distant shores through their

narrow telescope of subjective ethnocentric

biases fed by their local media consumption.

Such perceptions guide investment decisions

with the simple strategy of avoidance of a

country deemed to be too risky, whether that

assessment is accurate or not.

It’s incredulous – given the size of

monetary flows – that not more time is taken

and care is placed on untangling politics from

investment decisions. Kobrin points to many

papers and surveys supporting this lack of

rigour. This research is dated, but with what

we now know about behavioural finance,

investors have probably not made much

progress. Availability bias and overconfidence

reinforce investor behaviour – they just

continue to stick with what they know. And

loss aversion looms large when storm clouds

appear on the investment horizon.

In addition, local investors have to contend

with how foreign investors see events in

terms of their media outlets, irrespective of

how the story is spun locally. Even in a global

world, newspapers have regional editions.

Subtleties of the story can be lost especially in

this modern TL;DR (too long; didn’t read) era.



Is political risk rewarded?



Investors appreciate that countries have

different political ecosystems. However, the

lure of crossing borders is the widening of

trading opportunities.

Is this worth the risk for these less

informed investors? The rush into

international markets, and the rise of

emerging-market debt and equity teams,

suggests a business opportunity for asset

managers. But, do investors benefit?

Claude Erb, Campbell Harvey, and Tadas

Viskanta note in the Financial Analysts

Journal that country risk is rewarded (this

is broader than political risk) and has some



measure of mean reversion, which could

reward longer term investors.



Mixing business and politics...



Those investors who make an effort to mix

politics with their investing economics may

be getting it wrong. Textbook valuation

approaches value a company’s cash flows

while ignoring any political interference, and

then discount with a higher interest rate

adding the sovereign spread (difference of

your country bonds versus safer havens). This

more aggressive discounting is supposed

to take political risk into account. However,

Geert Bekaert, Campbell Harvey, Christian

Lundblad and Stephan Siegel point out in

the Journal of Corporate Finance that this

commonly used approach is flawed and

overstates risk. The true political risk spread is

far lower, as other elements like local liquidity

and market risk contaminate sovereign

spreads. Regrettably this residual political risk

provides no strong statistical evidence that it

leads to higher investment returns.

Foreign direct investment (FDI) is a

longer-term commitment to a country than

investing in bond and stock markets. One

might expect that this capital would be more

savvy about political risk as it is ‘at risk’ for

longer. Not so. In their paper on political

risk and foreign direct investing, Matthias

Busse and Carsten Hefeker find “rather few

indicators for political risk and institutions

that are closely associated with FDI. The

exceptions are government stability, law and

order, and quality of the bureaucracy.” For

them quality of institutions should be top of

mind for FDI investors.



Death by a thousand – or zero? – cuts



Corruption is another political reef threatening

to shipwreck foreign flows. It negatively

impacts FDI flows, but even where corruption

is more part of the establishment, like areas of

Southeast Asia, it does not prevent FDI flows.

Shang-Jin Wei, in a study on the impact of

www.fin24.com/finweek
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n the global ocean of international

investing, investors generally ignore

politics and set their eyes on longer-term

horizons. Yes, there are tidal surges of

political chatter, like Fedspeak, which affect

market sentiment, but these lift all investors’

ships at once. Investment analysts focus on

the numbers, and just consider politics as

a welcome bit of choppy uncertainty that

creates opportunities for mispricing. BTD –

buy the dip!

We expect too much from foreign

investors. Views on politics can be subjective

when viewed from afar, especially when

blown about by local sound bites. But we

know from history there are times when the

“Here be dragons!” warnings on the investing

map bite.



collective insight

The real risk for investors is unforeseen penalties – the worst being

the total loss of capital through expropriation, and lesser dramas

such as imposed super-taxes on revenues, or capital controls.



STAY

SHARP

WATCH OUT FOR ELECTIONTIME TAILWINDS

Watch the election cycles.

A politician’s goal is to get

re-elected. Politicians often

delay rate hikes (even when

central banks are supposed

to be independent!), avoid tax

hikes in election years, and keep

stock markets sailing. Use this to

your advantage. (See legendary

investor Jeremy Grantham’s

discussion of the US Presidential

Cycle in the third-quarter GMO

commentary.)



corruption on international investments, finds

that US investors are not more sensitive to

corruption than others, despite the US’s more

onerous local legislation. So even this threat

does not scupper foreign investing.
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…when it matters!



So it seems pure political risk (beyond

country, market cycle and market trading

idiosyncrasies) is as hard to pin down as the

wind, is often misunderstood by those abroad,

and even corruption does not keep you in the

doldrums. So if politics is just hot air, does it

mean smooth sailing? Campbell Harvey, in an

excellent article on the allocation of assets to

emerging economies, cautions there are some

risks that are simply not diversifiable (see

http://bit.ly/2dwU5Ag).

The real risk for investors is unforeseen

penalties – the worst being the total loss

of capital through expropriation, and lesser

dramas such as imposed super-taxes on

revenues, or capital controls. The market has

a short-term memory. Doug Casey, American

writer and the founder and chairman of

@finweek
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Casey Research, reminds us of the litany of

government failures that have happened in

the last century. “The problem – your problem

– is that any country can turn into a 1970s

Rhodesia. Or a Russia in the ’20s, Germany

in the ’30s, China in the ’40s, Cuba in the

’50s, the Congo in the ’60s, Vietnam in the

’70s, Afghanistan in the ’80s, Bosnia in the

’90s. These are just examples off the top of

my head. Only a fool tries to survive by acting

like a vegetable, staying rooted to one place,

when the political and economic climate

changes for the worse.”

So set your sails to many ports (be widely

diversified). Do not fear tales of pirates

(separate subjectivity by understanding the

investment’s local media and not your local

sources). But be willing to weigh anchor

and cut your losses (government failures

can happen) for then it’s often foreigners,

not local capital, who walk the plank of

expropriation! ■

Dr Michael Streatfield, CFA, is writing in his personal capacity.

He is a founding partner of the global hedge fund advisory

Fortitudine Vincimus Capital.



OUT THE BACK DOOR

Cyprus’s banking crisis in March

2013 is a classic example of

how investors can beat politics.

When Cyprus imposed capital

controls to limit deposits to tackle

Russian grey money, it proved

ineffective. Russians in London

just cleaned out their accounts

from the London branch of their

Cyprus banks! (See http://bit.

ly/2dH9LBX for more.) Stay sharp

in times of trouble.

EXTREME DIVERSIFICATION

As a retail investor you may be

invested offshore, but are your

investment vehicles all in one

jurisdiction? Under one regulator?

If you have a South African

offshore and a South African local

unit trust, then you are invested

geographically, but are not

diversified politically. Appreciate

the risks of being exposed to one

country’s beliefs and laws. ■

finweek 20 October 2016
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PUBLIC POLICY



Economics, politics and your portfolio



l 



Investors should also consider public policy when making investment decisions.



et’s first reflect on what macroeconomic

policy is about: economic growth,

price stability, employment and viable

external accounts. These are important

considerations when evaluating the

potential outcomes of an investment

decision:

■ Bonds – the impact of unexpected

inflation;

■ Companies – the economic growth outlook

and consumer spending power;

■ Foreign exchange rates – inflation

differentials, balance of payments imbalances

and the terms of trade.

But how does this fit together in practice?
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Relative importance of policies



Macroeconomic policies are typically

implemented through a combination of fiscal

policy (budget balance between government

expenditure and tax revenue) and monetary

policy (interest rates and the supply

of money).

The reliance placed on different policy

frameworks varies from one country to

the next and also changes over time.

It reflects the dynamic nature of

policy as economic and political

circumstances change. Fiscal

policy took centre stage globally

in the 1930s to avoid a repeat

of the mass unemployment in

many countries – during the

following decades, governments’

expenditure as a percentage of

the economy increased worldwide.

Monetary policy was then given

priority from the 1970s onwards to

address inflation.

The global financial crisis of 2007 to

2009 and the ensuing Great Recession

have forced policymakers to rethink their

approaches. The focus has since shifted

between fiscal policy dominating at times

and monetary policy at others. Large fiscal

stimulus packages were implemented to

mitigate the risks of prolonged recessions

– with accompanying budget deficits and

increasing debt levels. Unconventional

monetary policy measures such as

24
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Investors can take

some comfort in the

fact that South African

assets are already

pricing in some of the

political uncertainty

and the potential for

South African credit

rating downgrades.



President Jacob Zuma and finance minister

Pravin Gordhan during a meeting with

Cabinet ministers and business leaders on

9 May at the Union Buildings in Pretoria.



quantitative easing and negative interest

rates have been used. This has renewed

interest in coordination considerations of

monetary and fiscal policies.

In South Africa, the Reserve Bank’s

Monetary Policy Committee is responsible for

monetary policy, while the National Budget

(fiscal policy) is formulated by National

Treasury. As we shall see next, the credibility

and independence of these institutions are of

critical importance for the country’s prospects

– and investment returns.



Credibility and independence



Both the policy framework and respective

institutions implementing them need to

maintain their credibility and independence

to be successful. The less successful either

fiscal or monetary policy, the more pressure

on the other to achieve the overarching

macroeconomic goals. For example, a loss of

confidence in monetary policy could result in a

self-fulfilling prophecy: if inflation expectations

are not successfully managed then this could

lead to inflation spiralling out of control

resulting in higher interest rates, which in

turn makes financing the fiscal budget

deficit more expensive.

The political environment

and actions are also important:

in December 2015, when SA’s

finance minister was unexpectedly

replaced, it led to a sell-off

in financial assets, including

substantial losses on the country’s

currency and government bonds.

In fact, December 2015 was one of

the worst months on record for local

bonds while the rand weakened to

previously unseen levels.

The loss of investor confidence has not

yet been restored, with government bond

yields trading 130 basis points higher so far

during 2016 compared to the previous three

years leading up to the event. Monetary

policy actions for 2016 were also influenced

as the weaker currency resulted in additional

inflationary concerns – two policy rate hikes

totalling 75 basis points ensued in the first

quarter of 2016 (see graph).

www.fin24.com/finweek
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